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Walker crowned 1989 Homecoming queen
Errica Walker was crowned 1989
Homecoming Queen by Dr. David Burks in
chapel ceremonies this morning. Selected by
the football Bisons a candidate for queen,
Walker was joined by homecoming court
members Stacey Faires and Gina Verlder.
Walker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Walker of Fairmont, W. Va., is majoring in
elementary education. A member of Regina,
she sings with Good News. She was a hostess
for spring Sing last March.
Faires, a nursing major, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Reachard of Chattanooga, Tenn. She is a member of Ko Jo Kai
social club and an honorary queen for
Titans.
Gina Verkler of Black Rock, Ark., is a
home economics major in the area of child
development. A member of Ju Go Ju social
club, she is the daughter (If Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Verkler.
Other homecoming events scheduled for
the weekend include the 1989 Distinguished
N,umnus award which will be announced at
the Black and Gold banquet which begins at
6: 30 p.m. tonight at the American Heritage
Cafeteria. The five designated Outstanding
Alumni of 1989-90 will also be honored at that
time.
The first of two presentations of Lerner
and Loewe's' 'Brigadoon" will begin at 8: 15
p.m. tonight in Benson AudItorium. The
other showing is Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday's fare will include the Bison
Stampede 10k and two-mile race which
begins at8 a.m. at the Heritage Center.
Alumni breakfast and chapel, club and
organizations reunions and meetings,
musical presentations, art shows, luncheons
and dinners, and the traditional football
game at 3 p.m. will round out the day's
events.

All passengers and crew members
aboard a Taiwanese jet plane are
believed to be dead after the plane
crashed in a mountainous area of
Eastern Taiwan. The China Airlines
boeing 737 was in route to Taipei.

Nation

©

The largest disaster relief bill was
signed today by President Bush. The
three-and-a-haH billion dollar earthquake aid package for northern
California was attached to a stopgap
spending bill.

I

State

\Q

Undergraduate tuition and fees'for
in-state residents at five Arkansas
universities were above the median
average in 1988-89, according to a
report by the Southern Regional
Education Board. The universities include the University of Arkansas in
Fayetteville, Monticello, and Pine
Bluff.

(photo by Wayne Westerilolm)

ALL HAIL THE QUEEN
Errica Walker was crowned 1989 Football Homecoming Queen this morning in chapel.

Homeco~ing

\I
The homecoming musical, "Brigadoon," will open Friday night in the
Benson Auditorium at 8:15 p.m. and
will show again at 7 p.m. Saturday.
Bids for campus social clubs will be
announced Sunday from 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. Pledge week will begin Monday
evening.

by Marvin Jackson
Bison staff writer

It's Homecoming time again at Harding,
a time when generations of Harding
students meet on campus to renew old
friendships.
The Homecoming schedule is packed for
students, alumni and visitors. Students have
been involved in activities organized by Student Association officers all through the
week which have been leading up to "Plaid
Day" today, the bonfire tonight, and the
traditional Saturday afternoon football
game. Cheryl Risner, SA Homecoining committee chair, has been busy distributing the
official Homecoming T-shirts, arranging for
voting for class representatives and
Homecoming Queen, and also for the
decoration for the cafeteria. "Our emphasis
has been on getting students involved in

A special feature for this year will be the
awarding of a traditional Harding swing at
haHtime of the football game. Alumni who
register in the Heritage Center will be eligible for the drawing.

week produces ·a Scottish·'fling.
Homecoming," Risner said. "We wanted to
build spirit all week for the game and encourage students to see "arigadoon."
Alumni began taking part in last night
with the Golden Circle Dinner. The annual
Black and Gold Banquet will begin at siX
o'clock tonight, and "Brigadoon's" Friday
night performance starts at 8:15.
Student Association class officers will host
an alumni breakfast tomorrow morning as
the shot is fired to start the Bison stampede
outside the American Heritage building.
Many social clubs are hosting bnmches and
leas throughout the morning.
Just after 11 o'clock, the Joseph E. Pryor
Science Center will be officially dedicated.
The 25th and 50th anniversary classes will
have luncheons after nooo.
Members of Ute SA Homecoming C<nnmittee and class officers have been busy the last

two weeks of planning and preparing for the
week. They will bedecorating the field early this afternoon." Each class is selling sponsorships of the balloons that the SA sets off
at the beginning of the Homecoming football
game," said Junior Class President Sara
Smith. Monica Chapman and Tom Herring,
sophomore class officers, said they are incorporating plaid and the Homecoming Tshirt design on a banner they and other
sophomores are making for the game.
The Bison football team, which is
undefeated in conference play, will take the
field against the University of ArkansasMonticello at 2: 45. All seats for the game are
reserved. The crowd is expected to exceed
the number of seats available at Alumni
Field. The newly crowned Homecoming
(See HOMECOMING WEEK, page 13)
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From the Editor
Students are pledged to death
Six pledges at a national fraternity were locked in the
trunk of a car in freezing weather. In the trunk with them,
was placed large quantities of alcoholic beverages. The
pledges were told by their fellow frat brothers that they
had one hour to consume the entire amount of alcohol and
then they would be released. In less than one hour, the
students were released, unable to walk, and were carried
upstairs in the fraternity house. Three of them wouldn't
revive and two had stopped breathing. The five were
rushed to the hospital with the exception of the sixth, Jay
Lannigan. Lannigan was left in the living room floor of
the frat house by his brothers who thought he was fine.
Three hours later, Lannigan was found dead .
Tlffi Spiker was found by his mother in a mental institution after his seventh week of pledging the national fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE). Spiker had been participating in several weeks of severe hazing activities, including being forced to drink large amounts of alcoholic
beverages, harsh interviewing, mental games, and other
similar activities. Spiker claims to have refused to drink
once and as a result was sent through a "dry interview"
where he was made to drink water instead. Four gallons
later, Spiker drove himself to the hospital vomiting blood.
His mother was notified three days later of his admittance
into a mental hospital.
Other incidents include a student at the University of
Delaware who was burned badly after oven cleaner was
poured on his body. Twenty-year-old Chuck Stevens died
of acute alcohol poisoning on his first day of pledging a
fraternity at Alfred University. Yet, another student was
electrocuted in a pledging activity at New York State.
Last week. Joe Harris of New York suffered a heart attack and died while being shoved around and beat by his
Alpha Phi Alpha brothers at Morehouse University in
Atlanta , Ga. Authorities say that students were aware of
his history of heart problems.
In the past ten years, over 50 college students have died
as a result of hazing. That number is astounding.
So, how does this relate to Harding?
First, the good news. Not one single Harding student
has died of activities of hazing. Does that make it right?
Now the bad. That doesn't mean hazing doesn't happen.

Just because a student hasn't died, everything is fme?
Would it take death to bring this campus and others across
the nation to their knees?
Whatever happened to the Golden Rule?
Matthew 7:12 says, "Therefore all things whatsoever ye
would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them:
for this is the law of the prophets."
Who can rightly say that they practice this divine law
of the Lord during those days where club members are
ordering around lowly pledges in their club name? The
Golden Rule tells us to treat others like we want to be
treated, not treat others like our pledgemasters and
pledgemistresses treated us. there's alumni with the letter
"M" scarred on their chests that would agree.
Do we throw aside our morals and convictions for pledge
week? Do we pretend to be full-time Christians until pledging and then go part-time?
I'm not saying the same activities go on at Harding as
those I mentioned earlier at the state schools, because it
doesn't. Hazing is defined as harassing by exacting unnecessary or disagreeable work, banter, ridicule, or
criticism by way of initiation.
There has been a great deal of criticism on the university this year on pledging limitations. I stand in defense.
Harding is responsible for our activities; however, the administration does not make laws involving hazing activities.That comes from a higher source. Therefore, the
university must uphold a policy to prevent such activities
that could throw them or other students into accidents
resulting in lawsuits, har, and even death . They have no
other choice.
Pledging is a time to bring club brothers and sisters
closer together as friends and as God's children. It's a time
of fun. A time to make memories. It's the only week of
the year when you have an excuse to act stupid and love
it, to ask out that person you've had your eye on for so
long, to just let go and have a blast.
Why flush the history of your social club down the tubes
for one night of Kangaroo Court? Why risk severing a
friendship for life? Why cause tears to shed? Why should
the "Meanest Pledgemaster/mistress" be an award?
Treat others like you want to be treated - , The Editor

Important reminder:
you aren't worthless
A Scottish Fling is well under way and will climax
tomorrow night with the annual homecoming game against
University of ArIGmsas-Monticello.
Many students are still breathing hard from last week's
tests, and the rest of the campus has been bustling in
preparation for homecoming 1989.
Last night social clubs gathered in different places all
around campus to rack their brains for a few hours while
voting for new members. A new homecoming queen was
crowned this morning.
All thse events are things that characterize a student's
homecoming experience at Harding. It is a time when
students get a chance to see friends that have graduated
and gone on, and also a time when the entire campus gets
a' little shot of adrenaline into the arm of school spirit.
With all of these activities going on, it is a good time
to look into the quiet of one's heart and remember some
things. This is a time to enjoy. One must admit that it is
pretty exciting when you can drive in a straight line from
the Heritage complex to the Benson.
Homecoming is a weekend when studies do not
necessarily take priority over the extracurricular; and to
a certain extent, a time when some students get lost in
the crowd.
Some readers may know how easy it is to do, this falling from the mainstream of humanity. At a time when the
glamour is so glorified, feeling a little "unworthy" is a
little normal. Being one who enjoys homecomin~ and the
activities surrounding It, I too have felt. a litU;;
incompatible.
Here is the way out of that thinking. Remember that you
are just as important to God as the homecoming queen,
or the distinguished alumni , or whoever may be in the
spotlight now or in the future.
So enjoy the weekend; it is one of the biggest of the
Harding school year. The Student Association has done
a wonderful job with homecoming this year.
Remember also your worth to the creator. Knowing a
little of how much He cares for you makes it easier to be
one of the "normal" people this weekend, and it also helps
you be happy for those in the spotlight.
- A~"istant Editor

Student speaks against the media
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The media has power. The media offers information as
truth. The media is believed by the masses. It is the
medium of the nation's understanding. Do we allow this
estate to coerce our perception? To sway our actions? To
manipulate the marketplace?
October 9-15, National Newspaper Week, commemorated media's newsprint accomplishments. I find the
timing only suitable that the stock market's 190 point
plunge occurred even as we contemplated medias influence on our fragmentary economic understanding. What
do newspapers instruct us? Do we accept it as authority?
As truth?
Even in this decade of a positive economy, 75 percent
of reported news is negative. Undeniably, bad news catches our attention and emotion. Bad "news" surrounding
last week's stock market slide perpetuated, aggravated, and
created a panic situation that should not have existed. Via
the media the correction became something it was not:
a devastating end to stock market confidence.
The main cause of the correction was UAL's failure
to fmance a $6.8 billion buyout of United Airlines. Panic
set in once the news hit the street on Friday, Oct. 13. Prices
fell 160 points in 75 mintues. From here the media bombarded the public with doom-and-gloom scenarios. Accusations flew of low savings, over consumption, and inflation fears. On the Sunday news talk shows, George Mit-

chel, senate majority leader, blamed the plunge on deficit
spending worries, and then offered his advice that the
market would continue its decline on the following Monday morning. I would embrace the press for economic
education before I would take investment advice from
misguided, non-authoritative economists such as th~
gentleman from Maine. That kind of reasoning and
coverage is the problem. Bad news and malcontent sources
·feed the press exactly the news tuff they force us to digest.
What about economic education? The simple fact that
the media i~ conveying a message is enough to condition
the public to accept it as a matter of truth. It is quick to
call market plunges a failing confidence in our economy.
It labels things like the recent capital gains tax rate reduction proposal as a tax break for the rich without explaining the stimulating, positive effects it would have on our
economy.
Celebrating National Newspaper Week I commend the
advances of this efficient, far-reaching technology. For
such a potent estate it needs to be more educational and
less coercive. It is the means of our economic understanding, therefore, the guide to our choices. Since the
marketplace reacts to infurmation, do not behave according
to only one source, the media.

Jim Hull Students in Free Enterprise
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Student Association
revives homecoming
by Darren Bonham
Bison staff writer

THE eAT'S MEOW
Members of the all student band, Johnny Cat, pose for a group shot. (From left) Bryan Pistole, Mark Beshirs, Josh Touchton,
Todd White, and Randy Williams. (photo by 'MIyne \\\:sterholm)

Rialto theater rocks with Johnny Cat sound
by Lex Owens
Bison staff writer

San Francisco was not the only area rocking Tuesday night. Searcy had some mild
percussions on Oct. 17 when "Johnny Cat"
performed at the "Rialto."
"Cat," a budding rock band composed of
five Harding students, performed for 2%
hours of rousing renditions, bursting with
talent. The band members include: Randy
Williams, lead guitarist; Josh Touchton,
drummer; Bryan Pistole, lead singer; Todd
White, bass player; and Mark Beshirs,
guitarist with the unique ability to lick out
mesmerizing sounds.
Kevin Kerby, also a Harding student,
opened the show with a unique style reminiscent of early Bob Dylan. Mter Kerby's performance, the lights went out and the drums
set the motion for several songs ranging

from Jimi Hendrix to RE.M. Other artists
covered by "Cat" were U2, Led Zeppelin, the
Cult, the Eagles, Bon Jovi, the Clash, the
Romantics, Van Halen, Cheap Trick, Cream,
and even Fetchin' Bones.
Williams is the ideal entertainer. Put him
in a spotlight and a guitar strapped around
his neck and you have an expressive,
talented showman who plays well to the
audience. One student commented, "women
swoon and men cringe."
Touchton's days of carrying his
drumsticks to class with him has resulted
positively. All night, he had a hard, driving
beat to every song and performed a
breathtaking solo in "Bonzo's Montreaux."
Chris Willis, a fellow student and friend,
said, "Josh put a lump in my throat and a
tear in my eye with his passions to pounding
of the skins."
Mark Beshirs was the individual. He was

the original artist, the aesthetic, pseudo
type. Beshirs had his own unique look, movement, and sound. When he assumed the lead
guitar position, he proved himself worthy of
the task.
Todd White was a victim of the bass
player's eternal problem which is delivering the goods without getting the attention.
He was never in the limelight, but his energy
and talent should not go unnoticed.
Bryan Pistole was the surprse of the evening. Despite the various sound problems, his
voice held up through approximately 30
songs and his imitation of Bono was
perfected down to the breathing at the end
of "Helter Skelter."
Call it sensationalism or an unworthy
music critic, but, in my opinion, the students
who did not allow a mid-term study break
at the "Rialto," missed a head banging,
steam blowing good time.

The 1989-90 Student Association has pulled out all the stops and provided a
homecoming week like Harding has never
seen. In the past, homecoming has been a
semi-spirited event involving a few selected
activities ; but this year the SA has gone all
out with a week full of activities that increased the spirit level on campus and left
the SA "totally in debt" according to president Craig Cheatham.
The festivities began Monday morning in
chapel with a sneak preview of the musical
"Brigadoon" which will begin tonight and
run through tomorrow night in the Benson
auditorium.
Tuesday also OL'ought the sale of
homecoming T-shirts sporting the theme, "a
Scottish fling."
On Wednesday, the homecoming queen
candidates were announced and voting took
place all day long in the s tudent center.
Classes also began their charity balloon sale
with half of the proceeds to go to the charity of the classes choice and the other half
to help pay the SA's homecomi.ng bill.
Thursday had everyone sporting tI;leir club
jersey around campus for the purpose of lelting the footban team know of tbe student
body's support.
And, as you all know, today is plaid day.
What an appropriate style attire to go with
our school colors. Plaid goers everywhere
are screaming " Gil Bisons" through the
nonverbal loudness of their plaid attire. T0day also brought the crowning of Erica
Walker as this year's homecoming queen ;
and tonight will begin the exciting presenta tion of " Brigadoon." After " Brigadoon"
will be the annual Homecormng Denefit
which will be held at Alumni Field.
Tomorrow is the big climax of the week's
activities. The S.A. officers will be hosting
an Alumni breakfast, classes will be hanging their banners and inflating their
balloons, the S.A. will be throwing a pregame party, S.A. "Rally Rags" will be handed out at the game (plaid rags or course),
the classes will be letting off their balloons
at the start of the game, the ever popular
Bison Blazer will be on hand, class banners
will be judged and there will be a little
special surprise whenever the Bisons score
in the game as one and all will be introduced
to the "Blundering Herd." Everything will
climax with the game against the Bisons
and the UAM Boll Weevils beginning at 2: 15.
So take all that energy that has been
building this week during all the activities
and help back the Bisons.
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Second blood drive a success
by Joe Cranford
Bison staff writer

The American Red Cross of Little Rock,
with the assistance of Oege and King's Men
social clubs, conducted the second blood
drive at Harding this semester. On Thursday, Oct. 12, 58 students, staff, and visitors
went to the Rhodes Memorial Field House
to donate blood. When it ended at 4 p.m., a
total of 41 pints of blood had been donated.
There was a very light turnout because it only lasted three hours and had taken place in
the early afternoon, plus the fact that some
had to be turned away for various reasons.
"There is a very careful screening process," says Robin Pierce, a sophomore nursing major. "A person first fills out an application asking several detailed questions.
The person then talks to the attending assistant. Blood that is sent to Little Rock is then
screened through several tests. But some
people are sometimes turned away because
they were recently ill, are not feeling good,
or j'lSt donated last month." When asked if
people are still concerned about disease
transmission, she responded that "Only a

few have asked today, so that fear seems to
be disa~." She pointed out that when
a person donates, a new, sterile needle is
used for that person only. and is not used
again. There is no possibility of getting infected from this.
According to the Red Cross, the blood
types in lowest supply now are AB- and 0 -.
With the biggest holiday season beginnUlg
in just abOut a month, the demand for blood
wUlskyrocket. The assistaots at this blood
drive expressed some disappointment at the
low number of donations, but were even
more optimistic about the next drive on Nov.
9. The members of Oege and King's Men are
also trying to make this a two day event to
accommodate the demand that was experienced at the first blood drive on Sept.
7. According to a spokesperson for Oege,
"We had 166 pints donated in just over eight
hours that day, and had to turn people away
because it was getting late." Pierce added
that ·'We really need people to give blood.
The Red Cross is always and forever in an
emergency situation, but that's often taken
for granted."

Newsweek names best campuses
(CPS) - In what has become a traditi<l1a.lly volatile issue, U. S. News & World Report
ranked Swarthmore College and Yale
University as the country's best campuses.
The magazine, seeking to defuse much of
the anger and resentment that has accompanied its efforts to rank colleges in the past,
this year attempted to find the best schools
by conducting a poll of college presidents
and deans.
Predictably, reaction varied among
schools, said Matthew Tucker, spokesman
for the magazine. "If you're ranked, then
you're happy. If you're not ranked, you're
not happy."
The results were divided by types of
schools.

The educators said the best "national
universities" were Yale, Princeton, Harvard,
California Institute of Technology and Duke.
The best "regional liberal arts colleges"
were St. Mary's College of Maryland, Transylvania· University of Kentucky, Ohio
Wesleyan and Southwestern University of
Texas.
The best "regional colleges and universities" were Worcester Polytechnic, Wake
Forest, Illinois Wesleyan and 'Iiinity University in Texas.
Babson College in Massachusetts was the
best business school while Harvey Mudd
College in California was the best engineering school, the presidents and deans said.

Retail professor, Don Bradley, conducted the Retail Seminar hosted by the School
of Business last Friday. (photo by Wayne Westerhohn)

Bradley conducts retail seminar
by Robin Jackson
Bison staff writer

The business department hosted a
retail seminar last Friday. There were
several different sessions for students
to attend throughout the day. Dr. Don
Bradley, a visiting professor of retailing, conducted the seminar. It was
centered around target marketing

cam.q.us Activities

(1J!W~1
279·4386

and market segmentation from a consumer behavior point of view.
Dr. Bradley discussed topics such as
the proper way to dress for a particular job. He made a point to suggest
that college students assume leadership roles. He also said that it is very
helpful for them to. have working experience before trying to obtain a job
in their career.

to impress the opposite sex, we more often end up l,ooking like the clowJl who balances himself over a vat of salbody.
Dignity is a frail train running on bumpy railroad tracks.
It runs at full speed and seldom slows its foolish pace to
accommodate the dreadful cruves ahead. The track, with
all its unexpected bumps and intersections, has no care
for whatever train is running the perilous course. It stretches ambivalently from point to point and dares anyone
to take its cruel ride.
I know this from experience and so do you, dear readers.
Imagine how many times you've run on this track with
your pride fueling the train. Remember? You almost always
derail when you are feeling proud. It is at these times when
you are walking through the department store with your
head high, and you find yourself trying to go up the down
escalator. A crowd of spectators gathers around the bloodthirsty snow falcons and jeer.
At a loss for words, you say in a squeaky voice, "Look
what fate has just done to me." Nice try, but everyone has
already guessed that it is your own foolish ineptitude that
has done you in. You stand there looking like Nixon, tryif!g helplessly to explain your actions. Actually, the crowd
'.iishes to hear your explanation not that it will be good
enougll for them; they just want to give you a chance to
ma~ e :i bigger fool of yourself. You will always satisfy.
So, while the crowd is ,still gathered, you should fling
yourself onto the escalator and let it chew on your arm
for a while until most of the blood is drained frtfuf)tour

Thereis a high price to pay to retain your dignity. Whilelying in the hospital bed, you can co~struct a tho,rou~
story which explains how you were trylDg to help a child
onto the escalator when it grabbed a loose thread on your
,
pants and pulled you into its hungry jaws.
"It all happened so fast that I couldn't get away. All I
remember is being pulled d.ownward, and all I could think
of was my poor grandmother in Des Moines (Incidentally, a friend of mine bas decided that Des Moines is a~
tually Spanish and should be pronounced Dez Mo-eenez.)."
This all leads me to a story that a young lady shared
with me about riding fast on the tracks of life and know
her train of pride derailed and left very little digmty for
the authorities to dig through. Listen closely and. learn.
She was spending a week with friends in Florida in a
most people have a skewed
cottage on the beach.
vision of Florida and assume that every city is like
Daytona, those of us who are from the foul place know
that it is the state of retired geriatrics from New Jersey.
She was very disappointed to find herself sitting on the
beach with no one to impress except old plastics salesmen
wearing illegal Acapulco shirts.
Ob, but she,knew she looked good and was determined
to find the right men to impress. How foolish we poQr
youngsters can be. For all the times we are lucky enough

Wh*

ty water, hopiog that the six-year-old with the baseball
misses the target just once.
But we are ever undaunted. While she and her friend
were playing in the water, they noticed three young men
walking down the beach. They stuok out like pearls
amongst stones in front of the Idaho family with the
'5<hgallon.bJue igloo filled with ~ salad sandwiches. They
were like princes amon~t paupers in front of tourists.from
Ohio with the white war paint staining their noses.
So the girls prepared their move. They timed their
emergenee from the surf so that they would wade out like
sea nympbs in a movie with the waves crashing about them
like jewels and appear in all their female glory.
But fate had another, more grim, agenda. Just as they
were about to step clear of the water and speak to the men,
a wave approached from behind and without any warning
crashed upon them and dragged them.backoutro sea. They
tloundered helplessly and my friend grasped fur the shore,
grasped fur her dignity... grasped fur her top sailing joyously down the coast toward the Keys.
If there is a lesson to be learned, it is that such mishaps
are inevitable. They will loom forever over our careless
lives and wait for the most inconvenient moment to drop
in. Don't bother to try to prepare for them. Merely open
your arms wide, :ren and let the waves carry you out to
sea. If you are lucky, you will wash up on the shore in
front of Mr. Right, and you will have a great story to tell
him.
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Time out

by Mark Thomas

In Las Vegas, one of the casinos is large enough to
enclose two football fields. All of the modem gambling
devices are in the casino waiting for some soul to find out
how lucky he or she is. The one odd thing is that there
are no clocks in the casino. The reason is obvious; people get so caught up in gambling that they are oblivious
to time. Casino owners don't want gamblers to stop so they
take the clocks out to keep their minds on gambling. As
a result of this, people lose their money and in some cases,
people even get to the point where they sell everything
they have in order to keep gambling. People's lives are
ruined by this addiction. These people have to "hit the
big one" in order to make up for their losses, and usually
never do.
The devil works in our lives the same way. He takes
away the good things from our lives by deceit in order to
keep us away from God. He keeps our minds on worldly
things instead of spiritual things. Sin can become such an
addiction that we eventually sell everything we have to keep
us playing the game. Sin is costly and can destroy
everything we have in a short period of time. When we
sin, we must pay the penalty. Romans 6:23 states that the
wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life
in Christ Jesus our Lord. Think about it. Thanks for the
support, Sandra.

There's nothing quite like a brisk autumn morning punctuated with the sounds of "snap, crackle, and pop." In a
cereal bowl those sounds are appetizing, but on the intramural field they can be painfully nauseating.
Bruises and abrasions come with the territory, but the
risk for skeletal fractures increases when an athlete attemps
to break a fall with his/her outstretched hand. (That's the
same posture immortalized by the Supremes begging us
to "Stop.... in the name of love.")
A Colles' fracture involves a break in the radius, one
of two bones int he forearm which articulate at the wrist
joint. If the force of injury is great enough, the fracture
site becomes angulated creating the clinical appearance
referred to as "dinner fork deformity." While swelling and
pain are not easily overlooked, careful examination should
insure that thre is no associated injury to the nerves or
tendons servicing the hand.
Treatment of a Colles' fracture requires immobilization
with a short arm cast for six weeks.
Severe impact to the extended forearm may also result
in a fracture to the clavicle (collar bone). Since this bone
serves as a connector between the chest and the arm, a
fracture frequently allows the shoulder to slump creating

-----------,

an asymmetric appearance of the upper chest.
A "figure-of-eight" bandage is used to hold the truck
erect and to pull the shoulders backward. This "soldier"
position allows for more anatomic alignment of the clavicle. As bony union occurs a callus (bump) will form at
the fracture site indicating adequate healing. The process
usually requires six weeks in adults. When non-', .lion at
the fracture site develops, surgical management may be
indicated.

.
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Harding sports

K-MAC ENTERPRISES. INC.
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Offer expires May 31, 1990.
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Free
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Mother/son two-piano
recital scheduled Sunday
Gustavo A. Tolosa, a music student at
Abilene (Texas) Christian University, and
his mother, Maria Haquel Tolosa of Argentina, will present a two-piano recital at
Harding University Oct. 29. The recital will
be at 7:30 p.m. in the American Heritage
auditorium and the concert is free.
Included in the presentation will be Bach's
"Concerto for Two Pianos in C Minor," and
"Site for Two Pianos, Op. 15" by Anton
Arensky.
A special number will be Camile SaintSaens "The Carnival of the Animals" from
the work by Ogden Nash with narration by
Bob Helsten, a member of the university
faculty. The 14 vignettes include Royal
March of the Lion, Hens and Roosters, Fast
Animals, Turtle, Elephants, Kangaroos, The
Aquarium, Mules, Cuckoo, Birds, Pianists,
Fossils, Swan and the Grand Finale.
Gustavo began studying piano in Cordoba,
Argentina, when he was nine with Professor
Emilio Alessio, continuing until he came to
the U. S. in 1987. Gustavo received a full

"M.W

scholarship at ACU to study with Dr. Ronald
Hathb\lIl. He won the ACU .composition contest in 1987, 1988 and 1989 and also won the
university's instrumental competitien..
In March he won a Texas Music Teachers
Association piano competition in Odessa. He
has been named an All-American Scholar by
the U. S. Achievement Academy, having his
biography published in The National Dean's
List.
Maria, who began studying piano at age
11 at the Beethoven Conservatory of M~ic
in Cordoba, holds a degree in Music Education and Elementary Education. She teaches
at Colegio Luterano Concordia in Cordoba.
The mother and son have given many twopiano recitals throughout Argentina and
have presented about 200 solo recitals
between them. Both have performed with
the Cordoba Symphony and Chamber orchestras. When Maria came to the U. S. in
1988 to attend Gustavo's wedding, the pair
presented three two-piano recitals in
Abilene.
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"AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE" ~.
~
~
BISONS

• Jacuzzi Suites
• Jacuzzi
• Sauna
• Cable TV
• Exercise Room
• Gift Shop
• Indoor/Outdoor Swimming Pool
3204 E. Race St., Searcy
(50J) 268·0654

Please call for reservations

John F. Akers, chief executive officer for International Business Machines Corp.,
spoke before a crowd of over 700 in the Benson Auditorium at the American Studies
program Monday night. (photo by Ken Bissell)

Akers tells mM success story
by Mark Haynes
Bison staff writer

John E. Akers, chief executive officer for
International Business Machines Corp.,
spoke for the American Studies program
Monday night, Oct. 23 in Benson Auditorium.
Approximately 700 heard Akers leCture on
what he called, a very serious topic - the
United States' decline in the world's highly
competitive marketplace.
Akers said the U. S. is at a crossroads in
being the world's industrial leader. Calling
American industry to an awareness of lost
ground in world trade, he urged Americans
to mobilize and take bold action in the global
marketplace.
According to Akers, while world competition creates tension, it also promotes choice
and improves international relations. He
said world peace can be achieved through
world trade.
Although the U. S. continues to be the
world's leading marketplace, internationally
its market share is steadily eroding. Akers
illustrated this fact, saying, "Video cassette
recorders were invented here (U. S.),
however, we don't make a single one now."
Akers credited Japan for being thorough
in research, highly competitive and devoted.
Compared to U. S. industry, the Japanese
make "prodtIcts that are just plain better,"
he said.
In order for the U. S.'s global market share
to rise to where it has been before, Akers
said "global competition should be at the top
of our national agenda." Additionally, a
climate where national and international
competition can thrive must be created.
Akers offered five suggestions for developing this kind of competitive environment.
The U. S. must (1) become more disciplined
in its spending, decreasing capital costs, (2)
encourage and reward research and

development efforts, (3) revamp outdated
antitrust laws which now prevent competition, (4) continue to fight for free and fair
trade and (5) improve the U. S. educational
system.
Akers was named chief executive of the
$50 billion company in 1985, becoming only
the sixth CEO in mM's 75-year history. He
started his career with IBM as a sales
trainee.
AS is the custom for AmeI:'ican Studies
speakers, Akers answered several questions
froJ;n theflooI: One~~aboulthe
13-year-old antitrust swt agamst mM which
was dropped in 1982. Akers said the company
was not greatly affected by the case.
Another asked Akers to give tips on selling. Akers asked the man posing the question, who he was selling for. The man then
revealed his identity. "NCR," he said, initiating laughter throughout the audience.
(NCR Corporation is a competitor to mM.)
Akers openly answered the question saying
a salesman should know his product completely, and try to "add value to the
customer."
The 54-year-old executive has been
credited for making several thrifty decisions
since entering his position as CEO. For instance, in 1985 while cutting costs within the
profit-slumped corporation he was able to
preserve IBM's no-layoffs tradition - a
policy Exxon, General Motors, AT&T and
most large companies do not adhere to when
trimming the budget.
One student asked Akers what the most
difficult aspect of his career has been. Akers
answered, "Making a commitment to do
what needs to be done to enhance the company."
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Priest, Brown 'wiggle'
their way into journal
An article by Dean Priest oJ l:;Iarding
University and James R Brown of Harding
Academy has beEln published in the falll989
issue of journal of The American
Mathematical Association of Two-year Colleges. Entitled "Further Applications for the
Wiggle Graph." the article explains a procedure first taught by Priest to Brown, who
ap~lied a variation in teaching Priest's son.
, It is amazing, the creative spirit can
carry an individual so far in one direction
leavjng him blind to alternate paths along
the way," Priest said in explaining the article. Priest, Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at the university, was helping his

son, Dean, Jr., with homework. The assignment took two hours.
"I was irritated the next evening when my
son announced his instructor had worked all
of the homework in ten minutes, using a
variation on 'wiggle graphs' which I had
shown the instructor ten years earlier," the
father said.
Priest admitted he had since tried the procedUre in severa] of his university classe and
found it greatly enhances the students'
abilities to visualize some rather complicated graphs.
The findings are explained in detail in the
printed Review.

Jean McLaren, played by Tara Buss, ponders a few moments on her wedding day
in the musical, "Brigadoon."
(photo by Wayne Westerholm)

Pin on
Halloween
fun!
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It's bizarre wind-up action! OUf wind-up lapel pins
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Science center
to be dedicated
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Dedication ceremonies will be held during Harding's homecoming weekend for the
Joseph E. Pryor -Science Center. The
building, erected in 1967, was given the name
in May at the retirement of Dr. Pryor, who
has been associated with the school in many
areas, particularly as Academic Dean,
Academic Vice President, Professor of
Physical Science, AIC Faculty Representative, Petit Jean yearbook advisor and National Executive Director of Alpha Chi.
The ceremony will begin at 10:50 a.m.
with music by the Harding band. President
David Burks will preside beginning at 1l:05,
introducing Dr. Neale Pryor, Academic Vice
President, and Dr. Dean Priest, Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, for a prayer
.
and comments.
At ll: 15, the honoree will make a response
and at 11:20 the band will play the Alma
Mater. The unveiling of the nameplate is
scheduled for 11:25 to close the ceremony.
"We know that this has been set during a
busy day," Burks said, "but we feel there
will be many alumni and visitors on campus who will enjoy having the opportunity
to honor this man who has given so much
for so many years in service to Harding
University. We hope everyone will include
attendance at this brief but important
ceremony in the day's events."

IBM and Apple
team up to calm
fear of computers
If the word computer sends a chill up your
spine, have hope. The Academic Computer
Lab of Harding is teaming up with Apple
and IBM to calm the fears of the computer
illiterate.
"One of my goals," claims computer lab
assistant Gina Shill; "is to tell then,.
(students) that it's not really that bad;! try
to explain what they are doing, and why they
are doing it, rather than do it for them."
In addition, teachers are encouraging
students to use the computer terminals.
Classes such as art, nutrition. and nursinl!
are using computers.
Apple and IBM are also doing their
part in exposing students to computers.
They both offer computers at about half the
retail price to students and universities.
Last month, Apple held a drawing to give
away T-shirts, posters, and even a computer
that was won by Harding student Mike
Thomas. IBM waited until Parent's
Weekend to set up demonstrations in the student center.
Although IBM is not offering a free computer, it is offering a chance to win a 1989
Jeep Wrangler.
The drawing for the jeep as well as other
prizes, including a Sony C.D. player, will be
held some time in December.
When asked why they were not offering af
free computer an IBM representative noted,
"We're trying to sell the computers n.lt give
them away."

TELL ME A SECRET
Mr. Lundie, played by Eric French Oeft) reveals the mystery of Brigadoon to an unbelieving Jody Wood (Jeft) as Conrad Ekkins
(photo by Wayne Westerbolm)
(Tommy) and Anna Conley (Fiona) listen with interest.

Brigadoon comes to life on Benson stage
by Anita Chadwell

vs~

Southern Arkansas
at 7 p.m.
A win will tie the two
teams for the Ale title.

The climax of the play is when Tommy
must make a decision to stay with Fiona and
love, or to return to New York where he was
not as happy. The overall theme of the play,
"with love, anything is possible," suggests
what his decision was.
This year's director is Dr. Morris Ellis.
The lead role of Tommy is played by Conrad Ekkens of Freeland, Mich. Opposite Ekkens is the character Fiona, who is played
by Anna Conley of Searcy.

The misty mountains of Scotland set the
opening scene for this year's Homecoming
musical, Brigadoon.
Brigadoon, a small, rustic village, only
comes to life once every 100 years. The main
plot is about two lost hunters from New York
happening upon the magical city on the one
day of the century that it awakens. They
soon find themselves captured by the
mystical place and Tommy, one hunter, falls
in love with the most beautiful girl in the

Other main characters include: Jeff, the
other hunter, played by Jody Wood of
Gainsville, Mo.; the narrator, Mr. Lundie,
played by Eric French of Ulysses, Kan.; and
Meg, the town flirt, played by Susan
Richardson of Annandale, Va.
The play will be shown three times. The
first performance was Thursday at noon.
The last two performances will be tonight
at 8:15 and Saturday night at 7:30.
Tickets are six dollars at regular cost, and
four dollars with a student identification.
Only one discount per identification.

C:;::J.:J uckl2ebe/T../T..Y'" g
SEARCY -

OPEN: Wed. thru Sat. 4:00 p.m. til 9:00 p.m. -

Sun. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

* * * Harding Student Special * * *

THE BIG GAME
lady Bisons VoUeybal1 Team

village, Fiona.

Bison staff writer

10% discount with Harding 1.0.

*
*
*

C::c:at"t=i~h
E:._"t="t=~t
Catfish Fillets & Steaks
Boiled Shrimp
Fried Shrimp
Fried Chicken
Stuffed Crab
Shrimp Gumbo

*
*
*

ALL YOU CAN EAT

* HOME MADE
*

All the Fixings
Banquet & Patty Facilities - Call for Details 268-0194

Cinnamon Rolls
Dinner Rolls
Soft Server Ice Cream

EXIT 44

Wed. - Sat.

$699
Sun.

$5!Lrsl
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FRIDAY

SATURDA-V

10/27

10/28

Chapel
Presentation of
Homecoming Queen
SA Movie, "Rear Window,"7 & 9:15
in Heritage Auditorium
"Brigadoon," 8:15 in Benson
Auditorium
SA Bonfire following

MONDAY

TUESDAY
10/31

10/30
Chapel -

Dr. Burks

Chapel -

Bill Searcy
Halloween

Bisons vs. UA Monticello, Alumni
Field,2:15
"Brigadoon," 7:30 in Benson
Auditorium

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

11/1

11/2

Chapel -

Good News Singers

9

Silly Day
Pledge Party with Frank King, 7:30
p.m. in Banquet Room B.

Missions Workshop successful
by Caryllee Parker
Bison staff writer

A multitude of buses, vans, and cars carrying 600 students from Christian colleges
and church groups throughout the United
States congregated on the Harding campus
last Thursday evening t()kick off the 30th an.
nual World "Missions Workshop.
Sponsored by the College of Bible and
Religion, tlie theme of this year's program
was "Give Me This Mountain," taken from
Joshua 14:12. The four-day workshop waS
coordinated by Dr. Van Tate, Director of the
Mission/Prepare Program and Professor of
Bible. Sev~raJ sub-committees directed by
students helped with advertising, presentations, and housing arrangements.
'I feel that the workshop was very succ~ful," Dr. Carl Mitcbe1l, Dean of the Col·
lege of Bible and Religion, said. "I.recejved some extremely positive feedback, aDd
we had very good representation from the
other Christian colleges."
Keynote speakers Jim Woodroof, W~ndeU
Broom; Joe Cannon, Parker Henderson. and
Phil Slate discussed the importance of
prepa.r.ition, opportunities available, special
problems, the option of mis$ions as a.career
and the role of women in miSsions in classes

held Friday and Saturday. The program concluded with a sunrise worship service and
continental breakfast on Sunday. All lectures
and discussions of the workshop were
recorded, and video and audio tapes are
available from the Recording Studio.
According to Dr. Mithcell, the high quality of the presentations was an important factor contributing to the weekend's success.
"One of the guests remarked to me that our
workshop was the most inspiritational program he'd ever attended," Dr. Mitchell said.
''All were very positive about what they'd experienced -here."
Between classes, video presentations and
meetings were held for those interested in
mission work in specific I1lgions of the
vvorld.
.
"These were helpful," said Harding junior
Julie Owen, because "They showed the individual problems within each continent.
They really made you understand the
responsibiUty of sharing the gospel with
other natiollS and prodded you into action."
Dr. Mitchell expressed his appreciation for
all who helped to make the workshop a success, saying that "its strength was due to the
mixture of optimism, enthusiasm, and
hopefulness among our students and those
who attended."

New track dedicated tomorrow
Halftime ceremonies at the Bison-UAM
game Saturday will include the dedication
of the James D. Key Track at Alumni Field.
The recently-installed new track was
made possible through a gift from Dr. Key,
a 1961 graduate of Harding who is now an
orthopedic surgeon in Dallas. Dr. Key also
ran on the course for the Bisons after starting his college career at Lubbock Christian
College in Texas.
The physician currently is a member of
the clinical faculty at the University of Texas
Health Science Center in Dallas. Also, he is
an orthopedic consultant at the Cooper
Clinic and Aerobics Activity Center in

Dallas. In 1971-72, he was an assistant to Dr.
Ken Saer, New Orleans Saints' team doctor.
Key completed an orthopedic surgery
residency at Ochsner Hospital in New
Orleans and served as chief resident in orthopedic surgery at Charity Hospital in
Monroe.
A charter member of the American Arthroscopy Association, he is a diplomate of
the American Board of Orthopedic Surgeons
and holds membership in numerous
prestigious societies in the field of medicine.
He is president-elect of the American
Academy of Neurological and Orthopedic
Surgeons.

Congratulations Errica!

Wendell Broom makes a point at the World Missions Workshop that was conducted
last vveek. The vvorkshop, sponsored by the College of Bible and Religion, held the
theme, "Give Me This Mountain."
(phoIo by Wayne Wesb:rholm)
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Pledge Week undergoes change
by Joe Larsen
Bison staff writer

Tuesday will mark the beginning of
Pledge Week at Harding University. Yes,
Pledge Week has finally arrived. Usually
held during the seventh week of the
semester, pledging had been postponed to
the lIth week due to conflicts with other
school programs, such as the annual lectureship. The lIth week postponement will
not be repeated again, according to Patty
Barrett, coordinator of student activities.
"Next year the lectureship will be moved up
a week so that there will not be a conflict
with pledging," she also added. Although
Barrett feels social clubs are a good, and an
excellent way to build great relationships,
she would like to see pledgIng p ut off just a
little longer than the seventh week due to the

social barriers that go along with clubs. Unfortunately, clubs are a major program that
the school uses to incorporate students into
campus life. Some students tend to agree
that without social club attachments, a new
student misses much of the fall activities.
Another thing that will be different this
year is the bidding and selecting procedures.
According to Barrett, clubs that are already
large will be held to a certain number of people that they have to take in. "There will probably be a limit of 100 students per club. The
club that is average in size will only be required to take a small amount of students
if it feels comfortable with its size. But,
what's different is if a club wants to stay the
same, it will be able to do that." Barrett also
said that two more new clubs are in the
making.

2213 West Pleasure
Next to Food King

268-2792
CALL TO RESERVE

Rent
2 MOVIES &
A PLAYER

Rent
2 MOVIES
for

53.00

for

56.00

with this coupon
only at CINEMAGIC
Offer Expires

Lori Branch settles under a tree on the front lawn of the Harding campus to study
(photo by Wayne Westerholm)
on a sunny afternoon.
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THE RIGHT TIME
Harding's ambassadors perform on the Benson stage in the Freshman/Transfer talent show earlier this semester. (From left) Roger
Cooper, Trey Chandler, Carey Stone, and drummer, Spence Smith. (photo by Wayne Westerholm)

Time of Day
ticks for Harding
by Kathleen Eyman
Bison staff writer

1-2-1-2-3-4

"Amarillo by Morning." For one Harding
University musical group, this is more than
just another number in their repertoire.
Pickin' and grinnin', the Time of Day travels
all over the country promoting Harding and
country music.
"We're kind of like admissions ambassadors," said guitarist Trey Chandler
with a laugh. "We travel around with an admissions representative who passes out
Harding literature and applications after the
show. We really plug Harding."
The band, which consists of guitarists
Trey Chandler, Cary Stone, Roger Cooper,
and drummer Spence Smith, plays country
and western music at high schools, summer
camps, and youth rallies. Because of their
performances, admissions representatives
can often reach people who otherwise would
have never heard of Harding,

~a'sGidV

For more information, call1-8(X)·ACS·ZH;

SPECIAL SHOWING

2 Days Only!

FINE JEWELRY
11th

Anniversary

WHOLESALER
14K GOLD
SHOW

"I enjoy being in a band that allows me
to expand on my playing in a way that gets
across to the audience," said Smith.
Stone, a sophomore from Beaumont,
Texas, said, "Most people in my town hadn't
heard about Harding, but 1 had seen Time
of Day perform since 1 was in the ninth
grade, so it was a big influence on my decision to come to school here."
The band is chosen by audition at the end
of the spring semester. They travel nine
weeks in the summer and three weekends
per month during the school year. Members
must audition again at the end of the year
to stay in the group and keep their full tuition scholarship.
"We spend about half of our time travelling," said Chandler, the band's only returning member. But for me, by far, performing
outweighs all the travelling we do."
Stone added, "I like being able to play and
entertain people; seeing the smiles on people's faces when we perform, that's really
what it's all about."

2·5% to 50% Off

Fri., Oct. 27 & Sat., Oct. 28
For 2 days only, our 14K chain, bracelet & ring supplier will be· "in
store" with a huge selection of merchandise. Don't miss this opportunity to save big while we celebrate 31 years in the jewelry
business.
Open 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m .
INSTANT CREDIT
lA)~A-m~Y

That's a wrap. boys.

';;;a'sgd.

106 N. Spring
Downtown Searcy
268-4684
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EXTRA
Ranking

Send The Bison Home
Keep Mom and Dad up on the latest news. Subscription are
only $9 for a year. Send address and check to Bison, Box
1192.

VISION

...--

Dr. Finis Bailey,
Optometrist
j

1~

(Hydron Spincast) on sale: $99.00

•

10

w

MAKE A '
CASUAL PURCHASE

~

SOFT EXTENDED WEAR CONTACTS

'"

~w

(Hydron Z4) on sale: $149.00

SINGLE VISION GLASSES

"

-

'"
In

SOFT DAILY WEAR CONTACTS

WALNUT STREET

on sale: $69.00

Team
Pts.
Kappa
Sigs
(10)
1
1000
Kappa Tau
2
760
Titans
720
3
Theta Tau
3
720
Sub-T
500
5
Alpha Tau
420
6
Knights
7
250
240
Kappa Sigs "B"
8
King's Men
120
9
Kappa Tau "B"
10
110
Note: This poll was released Thursday morning, with
championship games yet to be decided. The final poll will
be released next week.

c:=:.

BIFOCALLENSE GLASSES

BAILEY
VISION

on sale: $89.00

No Other Discounts Apply

H,

CENTU

U,

Bailey Vision Clinic & Contact Lens Center
918 E. Race Avenue Searcy, Arkansas

Call 268-1400

Casual shoes from one
of the best brands in
the business Nunn Bush.

NUNNBUSH

Limited Time Offer

't it time you got a Macintosh?
For more information contact
the Apple Student Representative:
Martin Kent Miller, 279-2418
or Box 400
Ask about the Resume Seminar coming up!

, $5295

IJeMa.:'S
'"

" "j

"Tn' .. ~e
Shop Here",

Mon.-Sat. 9.30-6.00
Knight 0 • Shopp'mg ,,....",ter

Shoes
Searcy

Mon.-Thun. 8:30-5:30
Fri. 8:30-6:00
Sat. 8:30-5:30
2100 W. Pleasure

We'll have free laser copies of your resume.

Love her?
Let her know!
r------c....[?'~"--~
(GOI GALLERY)
AN)

JE\WlJtY DEIIQrt CZlflUI

Town & Country Plaza • Next to J.C.Penney

Let Us Design That Special Engagement Ring.
Jewelry DeSigner • Manufacturer • Gem Merchant

Ideal Diamonds are our specjaltyt

Happy Homecoming To
All Alumni!!
If You Know Me, Call Me!
If You're Sick. Come See Me!

EO'l eAl CENTER PHARMAC
Located In Searcy Medical Center
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Homecoming Week ...

ACROSS

(continued from page 1)
Queen, Erica Walker, will reign over the
game. The SA's plaid " Rally Rags" will
wave the stands, and the SA's "Blundering
Herd" will tumble at each Bison score.
Oth& reunions include track and cross
country teams, basketball teams, the art
department and school of nmsing, the
volleyball alumni, football alumni,
cheerleaders, NortheaSt and southeast campaigners, Harding's choruses, and those that
have participated in HUF.

n-. 0pMe 1:31 . ..,
'&1JD.2:111 P.1l

1 Solitary
5 Insane
8 Shoemaker's
tools
12 Sea in Asia
13 Transgress
14 Fervor
15 Servant
160010ng
17 ChOir voice
18 Affirm
20 Polo stick
22 Concerning
23 Rage
24 Containers
27 Surfeits
31 Mature
32 Savory
33 Native metal

34
36
37
38
39
42
46

Fanciful
Young oyster
Quarrel
Above
Nicklaus Is one
Looks fixedly
Exchange
premium
47 Plunge
49 Nerve network
so Scorch
51 Metric measure
52 Be aware of
53 Flock
54 Stili
55 Offspring: pl.

DOWN
1 Tibetan priest
2 SpOken
3 Metal fastener

The
Weekly

4
5
6
7
8

Church officials
Apportion
Exist
Theatrical
Garden flower

3001 E. Race·268·5699

7:00-9:10
7:00-9:00

lHE ABYSS

7:1JO.t.15

IJOHNNY HAIIDSOME

7:00-9:00

SCAllDAL

7:00-9:00

...... 1i&M - T_ MniS1ioo $2.IJD.SoIodod sa-q,

A
good place
to get
Banquet
Favors,
Corsages
and

& GIFTS

1012 S.

Puzzle

Rand Cinema 5
RIVER OF DEAllI

ARTISTIC FLORIST

Crossword

1::15 .....

BlACK RAIN

13

9 Source 01 water
10 Tardy
11 Narrow opening
19 Earth goddess
21 Enthusiastic
23 Swift
24 Prohibit
25 Time gone by
26 Precious stone
27 Day of week
28 Cover
29 Period of lime
30 Series 01 games
32 Snick and 35 Spare the
price 01
36 Stirs into
activity
38 Guido's low
note
39 Long. deep cut
40 S-shaped
molding
41 FalSifier
42 Barracuda
43 City in Nevada
44 Short jp~ket
45 Slitches
48 Anger

COlLEGE PRESS SERVICE

ATTENTION: .
STUDENT ENTREPRENEURS!

THE HARDING ECONOMICS TEAM
IS UPDATING ITS
COMPREH~NSIVE DIRECTORY
OF ONcAMPUS ENTREPRENEURS

Main Street

268-4333

CLASSIFIED
CRUISE SHIP JOBS
HIRING Men-Women, SummerlYear

Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, RECREATION
PERSONNEL, TOUR GUIDES. Excellent
pay plus FREE travel. Caribbeon, Hawaii,
Bohamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL
NOWI Call refundable. 1·206.736.0775,
Ext. 585J

Are you concerned
about hair loss?
Male & Female college
students needed to participate in a study to
evaluate the efficacy of the
only Food & Drug Administration approved product for hair loss.

Contact Dr. Jim Citty
Searcy Medical Cente'r
268-5364

I.

CQubg gee LUg ctJotr. qjoutr.:
Bids
Invitations
Ribbons
Table Tents
Programs

C"RegUmeg:
Envelopes and Blank Sheets
Available with
Resume Order

CBIt[deg «J0 CBe:
Come 911 and gee (OU/I.
•
•
•
•
•

Invitations
Announcements
Napkins
Bridal Books
Accessories

10% Discount on Wedding Order
with Harding Student ID

HARDING PRESS
300 S. Remington
(Southwest Corner of Campus)
Phone: 279·4341

I'

ATTENTION!
who are willing-and-able
to barter, exchange, or sell
services to their classmates
and others
Do you want to be included
in this directory? If so,
send or deliver information to:

The Belden Center for Private Enterprise Education
D. P. Diffine, Director
P. O. Box 922, Campus Mail
Room 119 - Mabee Business Center
The deadline is no later than
Monday, Oct. 3D, 1989

* Hiring! Government jobs
- your area. $17,840 $69,485.
* Government seized
vehicles from $100. Fords,
Mercedes,
Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus buyers
guide.
* Government homes from
$1.00 (U·repair). Delinquent
tax
property,
Repossessions.

CALL 1-602-838-8885
Ext. 18141
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by Rick Butl er
DfllO!! Ipllrts edliCir

The innocence of the instigator. It's a nice
role to play in sports because you rarely get
caught in the act. The person who retaliates
is almost always the crook.
Just watch an NFL or an NBA game. One
player catches an opponent with a wellplaced elbow to the mouth. No whistle.
Didn't see it big guy! The opponent
retaliates. A punch to the face, or even the
shoulder, whatever the case may be. Wait,
back up! Did you say "threw a punch"?
You're gone!
The instigator grins sheepishly. He knows
he got away with a given in sports. Do it, but
don't get caught!
In flag football nearly anything goes.
Anything but a punch, that is. Ejection for
punching someone is a good rule. I totally
support that. Something has to be done,
however, about what causes the punch.
I don't know many people playing flag
football that are going to pop up and hit a
guy in the face for no reason.
There's really nothing that can be done
about this instigating. Everyone does it. I do
it. I don't see a solution for stopping it either.
It's hard enough to officiate a game of flag
football. I mean, a penalty can be called on
every single play. The guys that are called
on to take this "job" are doing the very best
they can do. With only two guys watching 16
players, 32 flags, the line of scrimmage, and
taking ear-flaming jeers from two crowds,
it's a wonder the games go as smoothly as
they do.
A reminder, the Lady Bisons are playing
nationally-ranked SAU Friday night at the
Ganus Athletic Center at 7: 00. This match
will decide the AIC championship. Let's get
a big crowd to cheer our girls on. They
definitely have earned our support!

Kojies triumph
~ Erit MOl'lan
Bison SporU write.

Ko Jo Kai needed to beat Tri-Kappa
twice in big club A football to win the
championship trophy and were
successful. Their first meeting
came fairly easy with a 26-0 shutout,
but their second game posed a great
challenge. The final score was a 6-6 tie
that resulted in overtime play. In overtime Kojies gained the most yardage
thus rendering them the championship title and trophy.
.
Kojies first, and only touchdown
came on the very first play of the
game on the kick return, while TriKappa scored their only TD in the
second quarter. Mter a few reverse
plays, Tri-Kappa simply had trouble
stopping Kojies' runs on the outside.
Since Kojies were in the loser's
bracket, they deserve some credit for
beating Tri-Kappa twice and rising to
the challenge. Congratulations on the
first place trophy and to both teams
for a fine season.

LEAP 10 VICIORY
(photo by Ken Bissell)
Runningback Chris Hill leaed to score the first touchdown of the game off the one-yard line in Saturday's match to Henderson
State University. The touchdown tied the game 6-6 and later the Bisons reigned 15-6 over the Reddies.

Stampedi.ng Bisons trample Henderson
by Ryan Gjovig
Bison spans writer

The Harding Bison's defense manhandled the Henderson Reddies' capable offense
in a 15-6 victory last Saturday in
Arkadelphia. However, the Bison also unveiled a new twist to their football team a potent passing attack led by sophomore
quarterback Tad Niblett. Niblett completed
14 of 26 passes for 223 yards and one
touchdown. "Tad played well," said Harding
coach Larry Richmond. "He not only threw
for a good percentage, but he threw for quite
a few yards.... He's young and he'll just get
better and better."

Although Richmond had new found faith in
his quarterback, the Reddies' offense gave
him reason to doubt his team's defense as
they drove 77 yards in 10 plays and scored
a touchdown on their first possession of the
game. "It was like our defense wasn't even
there," said Richmond.
However, the Harding offense answered
back early in the s~cond quarter with an 11
play, 65 yard drive capped by a Chris Hill
touchdown dive from one yard out. Before
the half was out, Harding would add a 35
yard Brent Goodwin field goal to take a 9-6
lead to the locker room.
The Bison later scored on a five yard pass
from Niblett to tight end John McAfee in the
third quarter to close out the game's scoring.

Aside from the opening Reddie drive, the
Bison defense turned in a sterling performance, holding Henderson to a meager 92
passing yard and only 208 yards overall.
"Their opening drive, they went down and
scored on us, and I was kind of worried,"
said Richmond. " .... But after that, our
defense did a great job and shut them down
pretty well."
This week, Harding (3-2) gears up to battle the University of Arkansas at Monticello,
which is 3-4 and riding a three-game losing
streak. And what does the ever-optimistic
coach Richmond have to say about Harding's Homecoming opponents? "UAM
wouldn't be 0-3 in any other conference in the
country....The AIC is as tough as there is."

Spann, Thompson lead Bison attack force
by Jeff Moore

game. " It was the last play of the game and
we intercepted the ball. All Iremeinber was

Bison sports writer

It is Homecoming once again, and
what would Homecoming be without a good
old-fashioned football discussion. So, as you
break the seal on that fresh stack of Bison
newspapers and kick back in your favorite
student center chair, let's talk football, or
football players rather.
It is no secret that every member of the
Bison football squad is crucial to the success
of the season, and to place all the credit on
one man's shoulders would be highly ignorant. Each Bison player is of vital importance, of which John Spann and Kenwick
Thompson are only two, but the two we are
going to profile in this Homecoming issue of
The Bison.
John Allen Spann is a senior from Bastrop,

La. Spann is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Spann of Bastrop. Spann is a member
of Titans social club and FACT as well.
Spann graduated from Ouachita Christian
School in 1985 when Spann and OCS won the
state championship with a 14 and 0, flawless
record. Spann plays defensive linebacker for
the Bisons. When asked to name an embarrassing moment in his football career, he
reminisced only as far back as last week's

my bead hitijng the ground before my feet.
I got up and the guy was gone." said Spann.
"I never saw what hit me."
Kenwick Thompson is a junior from
Houston, Texas. Thompson is the son of Mrs.
Raye Jean Thompson of Houston. Thompson is a member of Kappa Sigs social club
and plays defensive end for the Bisons.
Thompson istbe Dc Jeck1e and Mr. Hyde of
the Bison squad. Some of his co-players say
"he transforms from all cool and everything
to this guy with a mission." Thev would not
define his mission, however, so let us assume
it to be winning. Thompson enjoys football
a great deal and do not be surprised if you
see some action from the "Wick" in this
Saturday's game.
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Club football winding down
by John Bossong
Bison sports writer

Stan Bennett and Mike Webb meet at the net in the Volleyball Marathon .
(pholo by Wayne Westerholml

Flag football is in its last week of play this
week, and it has provided some thrills and
"chills" on the playing field.
By chills I don't necessarily mean close
plays but temperatures dropped into tbelow
30's during last week's games. r know football is a " tough guy" sport, but playing in
30 degree weather doesn't seem to me that
it will make me tough, but more likely it will
make me sick.
The best thing about flag football is the
'morning after:' You wake up tbemorning
after the game, your head acbes, your feet,
arms and legs also feel really great. Tht':D
the bad news comes. "We play again tonight
at 7:30." As if you don't have any m\d-t.erms
to study for, you must be loyal to your club
and go bang heads in the cold weather
against your friends.
Well, let's get to the action of the last couple of weeks of nag football at Harding
University. Last Thursday Kbigbts B losl a
close game to Chi Sigs, who just sUpped by
with a 14-6 win. Another game which took
pJace on Thursday saw Kappa Sigs B
dominate TNT with a decisive 39-0 route.
Also, Sub-T B defeated Alpha Tau 22-0. Kappa Tau B had a close call with Theta Tau but
won 13-6,
At the "A" level, the real " tough guys,"
Lambdas just nipped Kings Men 8-6. Kappa Sigs A defeated Alpba Tau 34-22 ill an
overtime victory which could have gone
either way. Later in the week sigs defeated

TNT 28~ and sneaked by SuW l~. Theta
Tau A beat Kappa Thu 26-24 in a close game.
Beta Phi A lost by a touchdown 14~ to AGO,
and Knights A defeated Chi Sigs 6-0. Later
in the week AGO A bad no trouble with
Kings Men, rolling to a 22~ victory. Beta Phi
then defeated Sig Tau 2H. Sub-T and Titans
played a great game with Sub-T prevailing
6-0.
Now comes the "C" level. Kappa Sigs C2
was routed by TNT 42.() in a game controlled
the whole way by TNT. I had the privilege
of offiCiating this spectacle. Jeff Moore of
Kappa Sigs stated, "We could've won but we
didn't. When the score was 36-0, I just didn't
think we were still in the game." Moore also
said, "U was then that I thought we should
go to the passing game. It was just too late.
The dream was ended when be had negative
15 yards passing." The other Kappa Sigs C
team defeated Titans 14-0. 1 think this IS the
better of the two Sigs teams. I don't know.
Knights C was victorious over Chi Sigs 30-20.
Titans C2 and Sub-T engaged in a close game
which had TiI.anS prevailing 6·0. Titans C2
later played TNT and won 12-0. Kappa Tau
C then defeated Krtights 24-12. The better of
the Kappa 8igs C teams rolled past Sub-T
33-19, and finally Sub-T C defeated TNT 29-8.
That just about does it for flag football except lor the championship games which will
be played this week. The next ijme you see
yow: friend stumble Into his 8:00 o'clock
class and just can't seem to function right,
have pity on him. He probably has been
playing flag football.

i

Lady Bison V-ball
by April Cantrell
Bison sports wri_tei_

_ _ _ __

_

_

_

'l'Uesday morning ID Chapel. Coach Karyl
Bailey introduced the student body to a
special group of ladies, {he Lady Bison
volleyball team. However, no introduction
was needed; a record of 39-7 is introduction
enough,
This past weekend the Lady Bisons won
their third straight invitational tournament
at Ouachita Baptist University. They played
she matches only lOSing lwo games
throughout lhe tournament. Then 'lUesday
night they did it again. They easUy defeated
Elendrix College in four games to raise their
conference record to 10-1.
This brings us to the big one. The Lady
Bisons will face nationally ranked SAU in a
match which will decide the conference
championship. The key players in lonighl's
match will be Stephanie Dempsey and
Susan Malone, both juniors who are the
team's ma~n setters, Kelly Willingham and
Tammy Todd who do an excellent job at middle hitta'. and carol Musik and Lori Maples,
the team's on handhitters , The team is going into the match wanting a big win and
working hard for it. An influencing factor in
this game will be the crowd We will have lha
home court advantage and the team
deserves the student body's support.
After tonight's match the Lady Bison's
have one more regular season match
against Fr(..;d Hardeman and Christain
Brothers College. After that who knows,
maybe Hawaii!
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TACO BELL SALUTES THE INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF THE MONTH
Mark' Hodges
Mark played for Titans C team before
fracturing his ankle in fhe championship game Tuesday night. TItans went
on to defeat Sub T-16 for the championship. We ot the BIson wish Mark a
speedy recovery.
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3307 E. Race
FREE DRINK REFILLS K·MAC ENTERPRISES, INC
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College Inn
Homecoming Specials
October 26-28
Burger Fries & Coke $1.95
Two for One Popcorn"

Specials during November
~

~~

--

0!!!!lS
~

PLEDGE WEEK DAYS
Burger, Fries & Coke $1.95 6-10

Pizza Days 20% Off 4-9

II_.
. ...

Turkey Sandwich $1.75 13-17
Turkey Pizza 13-17
Pigs in Blanket $ .95 27-30
Hot Chocolate & Cookie $ .80 4-9 p.m. 27-30

•

GfPlJzt#
Check Your Campus Calendar For Coupons
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